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Recidivist Statutes and the Eighth Amendment: A Disproportionality Analysis

Hart v. Coiner, 483 F.2d 136 (4th Cir. 1973)

Prior to the sentencing of defendant on a perjury conviction, the state charged him with being an habitual criminal. The charge was based on defendant's two previous convictions: (1) for writing a check on insufficient funds in the amount of $50; and (2) for transporting forged checks in the amount of $140. Defendant was convicted under the West Virginia recidivist statute, and the mandatory life sentence was imposed. The federal district court denied defendant's application for a writ of habeas corpus, but the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals reversed. Held: As applied to defendant, the mandatory life sentence imposed by the West Virginia recidivist statute was so disproportionate to the underlying offenses that it constituted a violation of the eighth amendment ban on cruel and unusual punishment.

   When it is determined, as provided in section nineteen hereof, that such person shall have been twice before convicted in the United States of a crime punishable by confinement in a penitentiary, the person shall be sentenced to be confined in the penitentiary for life.

Judge Boreman, dissenting in Hart, believed that holding the statute unconstitutional as applied was an incorrect application of the "unconstitutional-as-applied" doctrine, that Graham v. West Virginia, 224 U.S. 616 (1912), upheld the statute as valid on its face, and that based on Yick Wo v. Hopkins, 118 U.S. 356, 373-74 (1886), the doctrine applies only to cases in which there is too much discretion in the administration of the statute. He further pointed out that in the present case there was no room for discretion, since the sentence and the application of the statute both were mandatory. 483 F.2d at 147 (dissenting opinion).

Arguably, the doctrine is more flexible than Judge Boreman contends. See Workman v. Commonwealth, 429 S.W.2d 374 (Ky. 1968) (holding that as applied to juvenile offenders, the Kentucky statute involved, Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 435.090 (1969), contravenes federal and state constitutional provisions banning cruel and unusual punishment).
Habitual criminal statutes have been enacted in most states. Historically, these statutes have been held constitutional, surviving attacks based on the due process, equal protection, privileges and immunities, double jeopardy, and ex post facto clauses of the Constitution. Recidivist statutes also have generally been held immune to attacks alleging that they constitute cruel and unusual punishment as prohibited by the eighth amendment.


7. Oyler v. Boles, 368 U.S. 448 (1962); Skinner v. Oklahoma, 316 U.S. 535 (1942) (provision for sterilization of habitual criminals found to violate equal protection clause where provision applied to persons convicted at least twice of larceny by fraud, but exempted persons convicted of embezzlement); Graham v. West Virginia, 224 U.S. 616 (1912).


Two approaches are commonly used to attack a punishment as violating the eighth amendment. The traditional approach has been to view the amendment as proscribing inherently cruel punishments. The amendment may also be interpreted, however, as prohibiting punishments that are disproportionate to the underlying offense; this approach does not attack the punishment per se, but rather the excessiveness of the punishment relative to the offense charged. Arguments employing this approach to attack punishments prescribed by recidivist statutes generally have proved unsuccessful.

The limited success of the disproportionality approach is attributable in part both to judicial refusal to read the eighth amendment as relating to more than a ban on inherently cruel punishments, and to the unwillingness of courts to substitute their view of what constitutes reasonable punishment for that of the legislature. Moreover, the dis-

---

12. The constitutional ban on cruel and unusual punishment may also be an absolute bar to the imposition of penal sanctions of any kind for certain conduct. The Supreme Court developed this concept in Robinson v. California, 370 U.S. 660 (1962), where it held unconstitutional a statute making it a crime for a person to "be addicted to the use of narcotics." See note 22 infra.


The court in Hart disapproved these judicial attitudes:

The fact that a West Virginia statute requires a life sentence does not establish the punishment's constitutionality in a particular case. The eighth amendment
proportionality approach is difficult to apply because of the inadequacy of constitutional standards upon which a court might rely in determining whether a punishment is "cruel and unusual" within the meaning of the eighth amendment.18 Although the United States Supreme Court used the disproportionality approach in Weems v. United States19 to assess the legality of a punishment dictated by a Philippine law,20 the Court merely assumed the constitutionality of punishments in American jurisdictions to which it compared the Philippine law.21 The decision failed, therefore, to provide any guidance to courts that might employ the disproportionality approach directly to assess a statute's constitutionality in light of the eighth amendment ban on cruel and unusual punishment.22

---

18. See Note, The Effectiveness of the Eighth Amendment, supra note 17; Note, supra note 16.
20. In Weems, the defendant, a United States Coast Guard officer employed in the Philippines, was convicted in a Philippines court (under United States authority) on a charge of falsifying government wage statements. The defendant was sentenced for this one crime to fifteen years hard labor in chains, forfeiture of all his civil rights, and surveillance during the remainder of his life.
21. Justice McKenna noted that no jurisdiction in the United States would have punished the defendant in Weems with more than two years imprisonment, and that the punishment the defendant in fact received would not have been imposed for even the most serious of crimes in the United States. 217 U.S. at 380-81. This comparative approach of measuring punishment in one jurisdiction against that imposed in another has proved an impractical tool for analyzing the constitutionality of state and federal legislation. What one jurisdiction considers a cruel punishment is not necessarily dispositive of the question as to another jurisdiction. See Note, The Cruel and Unusual Punishment Clause and the Substantive Criminal Law, 79 Harv. L. Rev. 635, 639-41 (1966).
22. Weems apparently is the only case in which the Court has utilized the disproportionality approach in ruling on the legality of a statutorily prescribed punishment, although there is some doubt whether Weems represents anything more than a ban on inherently cruel punishment. See Packer, supra note 13, at 1075-76. The importance of the case as an excessiveness decision may have been substantially weakened by the fact that the punishment in question involved hard and painful labor in chains. Such punishment appears more cruel in kind than in excessiveness. The majority in Weems did not rely, however, on the inherently cruel argument, but read the eighth amendment as embodying a ban on disproportionate or excessive punishments. 217 U.S. at 376-77.

While the Court's decision in Robinson v. California, 370 U.S. 660 (1962), can be interpreted as following either the inherently cruel or the disproportionality approach, it seems more reasonable to read the decision as relating to inherently cruel punish-
In *Hart v. Cothern*

23 the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals adopted a disproportionality approach. 24 In deciding that the life sentence imposed on Hart was unconstitutionally disproportionate, the court considered three factors that it thought relevant to an analysis of the constitutionality of a criminal punishment under the eighth amendment: (1) the nature of the offense(s) charged; (2) the legislative purpose behind the enactment of the statute; and (3) a comparison of the punishment both with the punishment imposed in other jurisdictions for similar crimes, and with the punishment imposed for other crimes in the same jurisdiction. 25

The *Hart* court's analysis of the nature of the offense(s) charged emphasized the non-violent nature of the offenses, noting:

Hart's first conviction was for writing a bad check in 1949, and the second was for transporting forged checks six years later. His third conviction was more serious—committing perjury during the murder trial of his son. . . . None of Hart's offenses were against the person. None involved violence or danger of violence toward persons or property. The bad check case was very nearly trivial—one penny less in the face amount of the check and the offense would have been a five- to sixty-day petty misdemeanor. 26

Next the court determined that the legislative purpose underlying
the punishment could have been adequately served by the imposition of a lesser penalty. The court pointed out that:

Putting Hart in prison for the remainder of his life for three offenses that rank relatively low in the hierarchy of crimes would presumably prevent him from passing bad checks but would not likely make of him a truthful man. . . . Life imprisonment is the penultimate punishment. . . . It is not a practical solution to petty crime in America. . . . We think that a sentence of life imprisonment, the most severe punishment available under West Virginia law, is unnecessary to accomplish the legislative purpose to protect society from an individual who has committed three wholly nonviolent crimes over a period of twenty years.27

Finally, the court undertook a comparative analysis, noting that only three other states provide a mandatory life sentence for three-time offenders,28 and that other crimes in West Virginia are burdened with comparatively lesser punishments.29

The *Hart* decision sets forth workable standards for analyzing disproportionality cases. Perhaps more importantly, however, it applies those standards to a recidivist statute, an area of the law heretofore practically untouched by the courts. The factual situation in *Hart* emphasizes the need for a liberal injection—especially where a mandatory life sentence is involved—of judicial discretion into the application of sentences under state recidivist statutes.30

27. *Id.* at 141.


29. See Brown, *West Virginia Habitual Criminal Law*, 59 W. Va. L. Rev. 30 (1956), for a discussion of the relative harshness of the West Virginia recidivist statute. Jurisdictions provide perhaps the most plausible forum for the application and further cultivation of a workable eighth amendment disproportionality principle.

30. See Note, * supra* note 21, at 645, indicating that the mandatory life sentence jurisdictions provide perhaps the most plausible forum for the application and further cultivation of a workable eighth amendment disproportionality principle.